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Abstract
The similarity relations that are derived in this paper reduce to well-known results in the
special case of symmetric matrices. In particular, for two positive definite matrices X and Y,
the square of the spectral geometric mean is known to be similar to the matrix product XY.
It is shown in this paper that this property carries over to symmetric cones. More elementary
similarity relations, such as XY 2X  YX2Y , are generalized as well. We also extend the
result that the eigenvalues of a matrix product XY are less dispersed than the eigenvalues of
the Jordan product .XY C YX/=2. The paper further contains a number of inequalities on
norms and spectral values; this type of inequality is often used in the analysis of interior point
methods (in optimization). We also derive an extension of Stein’s theorem to symmetric cones.
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0. Introduction
Two symmetric cones are widely used in almost any area of applied mathematics,
namely the non-negative orthant and the cone of positive semi-definite matrices.
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In optimization for instance, one considers linear programming models with non-
negativity constraints, and semi-definite programming models with positive semi-
definiteness constraints. Linear optimization problems over Lorentz cones also have
recently gained in interest.
The non-negative orthant, the positive semi-definite matrices and the Lorentz
cone are special cases of symmetric cones [6,7,9,15]. In the definition of Koecher
[15], a symmetric cone is a self-dual and homogeneous cone in a Euclidean space.
A self-dual cone is a non-empty coneK with the property that x 2K if and only if
xTy > 0 for all y 2K. Self-dual cones are obviously convex and solid. A self-dual
cone K is symmetric if for any two vectors x; y 2 intK, there exists a matrix G
such that Gx D y and GK DK (homogeneity).
We say that a symmetric cone is a primitive if it cannot be written as a Cartesian
product (in a certain basis) of two other symmetric cones. Thus, the non-negative
reals RC form a primitive. The other primitives are:
 the Lorentz cone,
 the cone of Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices, with real, complex or qua-
ternion entries, and
 the cone of 3  3 Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices with octonion entries.
In many ways, these primitives appear to be very similar to the set of non-negative
reals, but there are obviously many differences as well. In particular, the primitives
other than RC are non-linear, and their dimension is at least 3. We would like to
stress that, despite the terms ‘matrix’, ‘complex’, etc., all primitives are cones in
some Euclidean space RN .
The above list of primitive symmetric cones is in fact a classification of the cones
of squares in Euclidean Jordan algebras, see [6,14]. Symmetric cones also were re-
cently characterized as self-scaled [12,18,19], and as the cones for which there exists
a symmetric v-space construction [30].
Throughout this paper, we will often cite results from [7]. Their book not on-
ly provides a comprehensive, up-to-date survey of symmetric cones and Euclidean
Jordan algebras, but also contains many new results.
In optimization, the class of linear optimization problems over symmetric cones
was first studied by Nesterov and Todd [18,19], and then by Faybusovich [8–10]
and Tunçel [29,30]. The algebra of 3  3 Hermitian matrices with octonion entries,
also known as the algebra of Albert, is somewhat exceptional; the associated cone
of 3  3 Hermitian positive semi-definite matrices with octonion entries is often re-
ferred to as ‘the exceptional 27-dimensional cone’. The subclass of symmetric cones
that do not contain this exceptional cone as a primitive can be studied in a framework
of associative algebras (as opposed to Jordan algebras). See [21] for such a treatment
of optimization over this subclass of symmetric cones. Alizadeh et al. [1] developed
a sofware package, SDPPack, for solving linear optimization problems with mixed
linear restrictions, real positive semi-definiteness restrictions and Lorentz cone re-
strictions. The search direction that is used by the optimization routine in SDPPack
is an extension of the search direction that was previously proposed for semi-definite
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programming by Alizadeh et al. [2]. A different search direction for semi-definite
programming was proposed by Nesterov and Todd [18,19], and implemented by Toh
et al. [27] in SDPT3. A search direction which is also based on the Nesterov–Todd
scaling was implemented by Sturm [23] in a more recent software package, SeD-
uMi. Both SDPT3 and SeDuMi (but not SDPPack) allow complex Hermitian positive
semi-definiteness constraints; both SDPPack and SeDuMi (but not SDPT3) allow
Lorentz cone constraints.
The analysis of optimization methods over symmetric cones gives rise to a number
of issues that have not been addressed in the theory of symmetric cones before. The
aim of this paper is to fill in such gaps, in particular those that were encountered
while developing [23].
Primal–dual interior point methods for semi-definite programming work with a
pair .X;Z/ of positive definite matrices; X is a primal interior solution and Z is a
dual interior solution. The important concept of centrality is defined in terms of the
spectral values of the matrix XZ, where X and Z are primal and dual positive definite
solutions, respectively. Unlike X and Z, the matrix product XZ does not yield a sym-
metric matrix. This explains why there is no analogue of the usual matrix product in
the framework of Euclidean Jordan algebras and symmetric cones. However, there is
an analogue of the symmetric matrix X1=2ZX1=2, which will be denoted by D.x/z.
Here, x and z are vectors in RN and D.x/ is an N  N matrix. A natural idea is to
consider the spectral values of the vector D.x/z as a generalization of the eigenvalues
of XZ. However, there are other possible generalizations, such as the spectral values
of D.z/x, or the spectral values of the spectral geometric mean of x and z, raised
to the power 2. In this paper, we show that these three generalizations are identical.
This means in particular that the spectral values of the spectral geometric mean of x
and z can be obtained by computing the spectral values of D.x/z. This is of interest
because D.x/z can be computed more quickly than the spectral geometric mean of
x and z.
In Section 4, we extend some inequalities that are often used in semi-definite
programming, such as
kXZkF 6 kXk2kZkF;
kX2Z C ZX2kF=2 > kXZXkF;
kX2Z C ZX2k2=2 > kXZXk2;
min.X
2Z C ZX2/=2 6 min.XZX/;
where k  k2 denotes the operator 2-norm, and k  kF denotes the Frobenius norm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 reviews some fundamental proper-
ties of symmetric cones. The Peirce decomposition is discussed in more detail, since
it plays a crucial role throughout this paper. The Peirce decomposition decomposes
the matrix representation of the Jordan product operator into its eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. In Section 2, the notion of similarity is extended to symmetric cones.
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Using the nice properties of the quadratic representation, we derive a powerful simi-
larity relation, viz. Theorem 1. Two notions of geometric means for symmetric cones
are given in Section 3. In fact, these geometric means were already used implicitly in
[18,19]. However, we derive new results on the spectral properties of these geometric
means. Section 4 contains a number of inequalities, concerning norms and spectral
values. We also extend the result that the eigenvalues of a matrix product XY are less
dispersed than the eigenvalues of the Jordan product .XY C YX/=2. These results
are applicable in worst case analysis for optimization methods. We extend Stein’s
theorem to symmetric cones in Section 5.
Notation. Let I denote the identity matrix, with columns I D Te1; e2; : : : ; enU and
let e D P ei be the vector of all 1’s. If A is a matrix and S is a set, then AS is
the image of S under the linear operator A, i.e. AS D fAyjy 2Sg. In particular,
ARn D Img A; the kernel of A is denoted by Ker A. The interior of a setS is intS.
The half-line of non-negative (positive) reals is denoted by RC (RCC). The norm
k  k is Euclidean, unless specified otherwise. In fact, the only non-Euclidean norm
that we use is kxk1 D maxfjxij j i D 1; 2; : : : ; ng for x 2 Rn. The positive part of a
real number  is denoted by TUC VD max.0; /.
1. A review of symmetric cones
In this section, we summarize some of the properties of symmetric cones that are
relevant for this paper. Concise overviews on this subject in the context of optimiza-
tion were also given by Tunçel [30], Güler and Tunçel [13], and Faybusovich [8–11].
A detailed treatment of symmetric cones can be found in [7].
An important quantity is the order of a symmetric cone, denoted by n.K/. Any
Lorentz cone has the order n.Lorentz/ D 2. For a Cartesian product of symmetric
conesK1 andK2, it holds that
n.K1 K2/ D n.K1/ C n.K2/: (1)
The order of the cone of n  n positive semi-definite matrices is n, and this holds
not only for the real symmetric case, but also for the complex or quaternion Hermi-
tian case, as well as the 3  3 octonion Hermitian case (where the order is 3). In
particular, we have n.RC/ D 1. Since a symmetric coneK can be decomposed as
the Cartesian product of primitives [7, Proposition III.4.5], the above rules suffice to
compute the order n.K/ of an arbitrary symmetric coneK.
Associated with a symmetric coneK  RN of order n D n.K/ is a set of Jordan
frames, which are also known as complete systems of idempotents. A Jordan frame
is a matrix F 2 RNn such that
F TF D I; FRnC D Img.F / \K; (2)
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i.e. the columns f1; f2; : : : ; fn of F form an orthonormal basis of an n-dimensional
linear subspace of RN , viz. Img.F /, and the non-negative orthant on this subspace,
i.e. FRnC, is precisely the intersection of this subspace with the coneK. For instance,
for the cone of positive semi-definite matrices, the usual basis of the subspace of
diagonal matrices, i.e.
e1e
T
1 ; e2e
T
2 ; : : : ; ene
T
n ;
is a Jordan frame. In the literature, F TF is not necessarily the identity matrix (as in
(2)), but merely a positive definite diagonal matrix. In this paper though, we normal-
ize the columns of F to be of unit length, so that F TF D I .
Any vector x 2 RN has a spectral decomposition x D F.x/.x/, where F.x/ is
a Jordan frame. The vector .x/ 2 Rn is unique up to permutations. Thus,
x 2K () .x/ > 0: (3)
The components 1.x/; : : : ; n.x/ of the vector .x/ are called the spectral values
of x. If .x/ is the all-one vector e, then x is the identity solution, denoted by . The
identity solution is the same for all Jordan frames, i.e.
Fe D  for any Jordan frame F: (4)
Denote the set of orthogonal transformations under which a primitive symmetric
coneK is invariant by
OAut.K/ VD fQjQT D Q−1;QK DKg: (5)
By choosing an appropriate basis, any symmetric cone can be written as a Cartesian
product of primitive symmetric cones, sayK DK1 K2     KM . Through-
out this paper, we will encounter various linear operations on primitive symmetric
cones such as the orthogonal transformations in (5). The definition of these oper-
ations is extended to Cartesian products of primitive symmetric cones, by using a
block diagonal structure. In particular, we let
OAut.K1     KM/
VD fQ1      QM jQi 2 OAut.Ki / for i D 1; 2; : : : ;Mg; (6)
where ‘’ denotes the direct sum of matrices
Q1  Q2 D

Q1 0
0 Q2

:
The Jordan frames F are also restricted to this block diagonal structure. It is known
that if F is a Jordan frame, then QF is also a Jordan frame if and only if QF D QF for
some Q 2 OAut.K/.
The smallest spectral value of x is denoted by min.x/, and it holds that
x − min.x/ 2K; kxk D k.x/k; (7)
where the identity kxk D k.x/k is due to the fact that in our definition of Jordan
frames, F.x/TF.x/ D I , see (2). Recall that sinceK is a self-dual cone, we have
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x 2K; y 2K H) xTy > 0: (8)
Using (7) and (8), we easily verify that
min.x/ D min

yTxjy 2K; Ty D 1} : (9)
For the interior of the coneK, it holds that
x 2 intK () .x/ > 0: (10)
Remark 1 (Inner and outer circular cone). Let
\.x; y/ VD arccos x
Ty
kxkkyk
for non-zero vectors x and y. It follows from (9) that
min.x/
kxk 6
xTy
kxkTy 6
xTy
kxkkyk D cos \.x; y/
for all 0 =D y 2K; 0 =D x 2 RN : (11)
Here, we used that for y 2K,
Ty D
nX
iD1
i.y/ > k.y/k D kyk:
Choosing x D , we obtain from (11) that
K  f0g [ f0 =D y 2 RN j cos \.; y/ > 1=png;
and this gives the smallest circular cone (i.e. scaled Lorentz cone) that containsK.
The sphere of radius 1 that is centered at  is contained in K, because  − x D
F.x/.e − .x// 2K for any x with kxk 6 1, see (7). The cone that is generated
by this set is therefore also contained inK. In fact, this yields the largest inscribed
circular cone ofK, given as
f0g [
n
0 =D y 2 RN
 cos \.; y/ > p1 − .1=n/o K:
This gives a geometric interpretation to the order n of a symmetric coneK  RN
with N > 3: the radius of the smallest circular cone that containsK is n − 1 times
the radius of the largest inscribed circular cone. The primal–dual cone affine scaling
algorithm [5] is based on this geometric interpretation of n. We remark that for an
arbitrary Jordan frame F, we obtain in the n-dimensional linear subspace Img F the
inner and outer circular cones of the non-negative orthant FRnC; the identity solution
 corresponds to the all-one vector by relation (4).
Remark 2. The quantity n.K/ is also the Siegel rank and the Caratheodory number
ofK as proved by Güler and Tünçel [13].
Remark that ifK D RnC, we may take F.x/ D I and .x/ D x. For the cone of
positive semi-definite matrices, x is the vectorization of a symmetric or (complex
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or quaternion) Hermitian matrix X, .x/ is the vector of eigenvalues of X and the
columns fi.x/ of the Jordan frame F.x/ are vectorizations of the rank-1 matrices
u.X/u.X/T, where u.X/ is an eigenvector of X. In particular, there is a Jordan frame
E such that Img E is the set of all diagonal matrices. Similarly, if X is a 3  3 oct-
onion Hermitian matrix, then there is an orthogonal transformation Q 2 OAut.K/
such that Q.X/ is diagonal, and there is again a Jordan frame E for the diagonal
matrices. Remark that vectorization for symmetric matrices is not merely a stacking
of columns. Instead, the vectorization of a symmetric n  n matrix yields a vector
of length n.n C 1/=2, see [3] for details. For the complex, quaternion and 3  3
octonion cases, the vectorization yields a real vector of length n2, n C 2n.n − 1/
and 27, respectively. For the Lorentz cone,
K D
n
.x1; x2/ 2 RC  RN−1
 x1 > kx2k
o
; (12)
we have
F.x1; x2/ D 1p
2

1 1
−x2=kx2k x2=kx2k

;
(13)
.x1; x2/ D 1p
2

x1 − kx2k2
x1 C kx2k2

:
Similar to the Jordan frame of diagonal matrices, we choose a special Jordan frame
E with respect to the Lorentz cone, viz.
E D 1p
2
2
4 1 1−1 1
0 0
3
5 : (14)
Define the positive part of a real number  as TUC VD max.0; /. Given the spec-
tral decomposition x D PniD1 i.x/fi.x/, we let
TxUC VD
nX
iD1
Ti.x/UCfi.x/ (15)
denote the ‘positive part’ of a vector x 2 RN . The power xp is defined as
xp VD
nX
iD1
i.x/
pfi.x/: (16)
Obviously, we allow p to be non-integer only if x 2K, and negative only if det.x/ VDQn
iD1 i.x/ =D 0.
Observe from (4) that the frame F.x/ is not unique in general. Nevertheless, TxUC
and xp are well defined by (15) and (16), because of Theorem III.1.1 in [7]. This
result states that if x 2 RN has k distinct spectral values .1/ < .2/ <    < .k/,
each corresponding to the index sets
I.j/ VD fiji.x/ D .j/g for j D 1; 2; : : : ; k;
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then the k vectors
f.j/ VD
X
i2I.j/
fi.x/ for j D 1; 2; : : : ; k
are uniquely defined. Thus, the decomposition x D PkiD1 .i/f.i/ is unique, and soTxUC and xp are well defined.
It is readily verified that x2 corresponds with the usual matrix product ifK is the
cone of positive semi-definite matrices, including the 3  3 octonion case. (For the
3  3 octonion case, X2 is well defined in terms of the usual matrix product, but not
X3, since X2X =D XX2 in general.) IfK is the Lorentz cone (12), then
x1
x2
2
D
kxk2=p2p
2x1x2

;
where we used (13) and (16). In any case, we see that x2 is a smooth function of x,
and we may define an operation x  y as
x  y VD d.x C ty/
2=2
dt

tD0
: (17)
Thus, for the cones of positive semi-definite matrices, we have
x  y D vec.XY C YX/=2; (18)
where x and y are vectorizations of the matrices X and Y. For the Lorentz cone we
have
x  y D xTy; x1yT2 C y1xT2 T =p2: (19)
The operation x  y is a Jordan product; it is bilinear, commutative, but not associa-
tive (except ifK D RNC ). It is the usual choice of the Jordan product for symmetric
cones, with one exception: the factor 1=
p
2 in the Jordan product for the Lorentz
cone. This factor is due to the fact that we normalize Jordan frames such that their
columns are orthonormal, see (2).
1.1. Spectral structure of the Jordan product
Since the Jordan product is bilinear, we may associate with any x 2 RN an N  N
matrix L.x/ such that
L.x/y D x  y for all y 2 RN : (20)
It is known that L.x/ is symmetric, and the spectral structure of L.x/ has been de-
scribed in terms of the so-called Peirce decomposition. The Peirce decomposition is
an extension of the well-known characterization of the eigensystem of a Kronecker
sum [20].
Remark from (16) that Qx2 D .Qx/2 for all x 2 RN and Q 2 OAut.K/. Using
(17), we have
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0 D .1=2/ d
dt
Q.x C ty/2 − .Q.x C ty//2

tD0
D Q.x  y/ − .Qx/  .Qy/:
Pre-multiplying with QT, we obtain that
L.x/ D QTL.Qx/Q: (21)
Recall that given a Jordan frame E, we may choose Q 2 OAut.K/ such that QF.x/
D E. Therefore, (21) implies that it suffices to investigate the spectral decomposition
of L.E/ for  2 Rn, and one particular Jordan frame E. For the case of symmetric or
Hermitian matrices, an obvious choice for E is the Jordan frame of diagonal matrices.
Proposition 1 (Peirce decomposition). IfK  RN is a primitive symmetric cone of
order n; then the eigensystem of L.x/ is as followsV
 It has eigenvalues i.x/; with respective eigenvectors fi.x/ for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n.
 If n > 1; it has the additional eigenvalues
i.x/ C j .x/
2
for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1; and j D i C 1; i C 2; : : : ; n;
and any vector in Img.L.fi.x//L.fj .x/// is an eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalue .i.x/ C j .x//=2. Furthermore;
rank.L.fi .x//L.fj .x/// D 2.N − n/
n.n − 1/ :
The eigenstructure of L.x/ as described above is known, see Chapter IV, and
in particular Theorem IV.2.1 and Corollary IV.2.6 in [7]. However, since the result
plays such a crucial role throughout this paper, we provide a short proof, which also
illustrates the structure of the specific classes of primitive symmetric cones.
Proof. Due to relation (21), it suffices to prove the proposition for one particular
Jordan frame, say F.x/ D E.
Consider the real symmetric, complex or quaternion Hermitian, and the 3  3
octonion Hermitian matrices, and let E D T1; : : : ; nU denote the Jordan frame of di-
agonal matrices. Thus, i D vec.eieTi /. Using (18), it follows that the Jordan product
of the diagonal matrix X D diag..x// with an arbitrary Hermitian matrix Y is given
as
1
2
.XY C YX/ij D i.x/ C j .x/2 yij for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n; j D 1; 2; : : : ; n:
For an arbitrary scalar , the vectorization of Y .i; j; / VD .eieTj C ej eTi / is there-
fore an eigenvector of L.x/, with eigenvalue .i.x/ C j .x//=2. For i D j , this
reduces to
vec.Y .i; i; // D . C / vec.eieTi / D 2.Re /i ;
where Re  denotes the real part of the (real, complex, quaternion or octonion) scalar
. This proves the first part of the proposition. For i =D j , and arbitrary z D vec.Z/,
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L.i/L.j /zD 12L.i/ vec

ej

eTj Z

C .Zej /eTj

D 1
4
vec

zij eie
T
j C zij ej eTi

:
Since Y .i; j; / is of the above form, this establishes the eigenvector structure for
i =D j . Furthermore, since zij is arbitrary, it follows that the rank of L.i/L.j / is
1; 2; 4 or 8 for the real, complex quaternion or octonion case, respectively.
For the Lorentz cone, we have from (14) that
E.x/ D 1.x/ C 2.x/; 2.x/ − 1.x/; 0TT =p2;
so that, using (19),
L.E.x//D 1
2
2
41.x/ C 2.x/ 2.x/ − 1.x/ 02.x/ − 1.x/ 1.x/ C 2.x/ 0
0 0 .1.x/ C 2.x//I
3
5 : (22)
Hence, L.E.x// has eigenvalues 1.x/ and 2.x/ with associated eigenvectors 1
and 2 (the columns of E), and also the eigenvalue .1.x/ C 2.x//=2 with multiplic-
ity N − 2, for which the eigenvector space is ImgT0; 0; I UT. The latter is indeed the
image of L.1/L.2/, as is readily verified from (22). 
Remark that the eigenstructure of L.x/ follows from Proposition 1 for general
(non-primitive) symmetric cones also, by observing the block diagonal structure of
L.x/, see (6).
Proposition 1 shows that x 2K if and only if L.x/ is positive semi-definite.
Since L.x/ is linear in x, it follows that a symmetric cone is the intersection of
a linear subspace (of the same dimension) with the cone of positive semi-definite
matrices (in a higher dimension). In particular, linear optimization problems over
symmetric cones can be formulated as semi-definite programming problems. How-
ever, such a reformulation is computationally inattractive, because it transforms an
N-dimensional problem into an N.N C 1/=2 dimensional problem.
1.2. The quadratic representation
The quadratic representation of x 2 RN is the matrix P.x/, defined as
P.x/ VD 2L.x/2 − L.x2/: (23)
Remark from (23) that for real symmetric matrices, and complex and quaternion
(but not octonion!) Hermitian matrices, we have
P.x/y D vec.XYX/; (24)
where x and y are vectorizations of the matrices X and Y.
The eigenstructure of P.x/ follows easily from Proposition 1, because x and x2
share the same Jordan frame F.x/. Thus, P.x/ and L.x/ share the same basis of
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eigenvectors. Furthermore, by combining Proposition 1 with (23), we immediately
obtain that
P.x/fi.x/ D .2i.x/2 − i.x/2/fi.x/ D i.x/2fi.x/ (25)
for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n, and
P.x/L.fi/L.fj /D .i.x/ C j .x//
2 − .i.x/2 C j .x/2/
2
L.fi/L.fj /
Di.x/j .x/L.fi/L.fj / (26)
for i D 1; : : : ; n − 1 and j D i C 1; : : : ; n.
Notice from (25) and (26) that P.xp/ D P.x/p and P.x/xp D x2Cp, where p
can be any real number for which xp is defined, see (16). Also, if i.x/ =D 0 and
i.x/ =D −j .x/ for all i and j, then L.x−1/−1L.x/ has the same eigenstructure as
described in (25) and (26), and hence is identical to P.x/, i.e.
x  y D x−1  .P .x/y/ for all y 2 RN:
From this, and the fact that P.x/ D x2, it is clear why P.x/ is called the quadratic
representation.
If x−1 exists, i.e. if i.x/ =D 0 for all i, then K is invariant under P.x/. Stated
differently,
P.x/K DK; P .x/ intK D intK for all invertible x 2 RN; (27)
see Proposition III.2.2 in [7]. The above relation implies that if ji.x/j D 1 for all i,
then P.x/ 2 OAut.K/. In the sequel, we will often use the following relation:
P.x/P .y/P .x/ D P.P.x/y/ for any x; y 2 RN; (28)
which is cited from Proposition II.3.3 in [7]. Remark from (24) that the above identity
is trivially true for the case of symmetric matrices.
2. Similarity
For x 2K, we have from (25) and (26) that P.x/ is positive semi-definite, and
we can define
D.x/ VD P.x/1=2; (29)
or equivalently, D.x/ D P.x1=2/. From (28), we have
D.x/D.y/2D.x/ D D.D.x/y/2 D D..D.x/y/2/ for any x; y 2K: (30)
We also have
D.x−1/ D .D.x//−1; D.x/ D x; (31)
from the eigenstructure of the symmetric matrix D.x/ D P.x/1=2, see (25) and (26).
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Recall that two matrices are said to be similar if they share the same set of ei-
genvalues; in this case, we write X  Y . Analogously, we define for two vectors
x; y 2 RN the concept of similarity, denoted as x  y, as follows:
x  y if and only if x D Qy for some Q 2 OAut.K/: (32)
In other words, x  y if and only if x and y share the same set of spectral values with
respect to the symmetric coneK. The following theorem provides our main tool for
deriving similarity relations with respect to a symmetric cone.
Theorem 1. Let x; y 2K. Then there exists a matrix Q 2 OAut.K/ such that
D.x/D.y/ D QD.D.y/x/:
Moreover; if x; y 2 intK; then Q is uniquely determined by x and y.
Proof. Suppose first that x; y 2 intK. Under this assumption, the matrix A VD
D.x/D.y/ is an automorphism ofK, i.e. AK DK. According to Theorem III.5.1
in [7], this implies that there is a unique decomposition
A D QD./ with Q 2 OAut.K/ and  2 intK:
Recall now from (30) that
D.D.y/x/2 D D.y/D.x/2D.y/ D ATA D D./2:
Since D.D.y/x/ and D./ are positive definite, we must have D.D.y/x/ D D./
and hence
D.x/D.y/ D A D QD.D.y/x/ for a unique Q 2 OAut.K/: (33)
This completes the proof for x; y 2 intK.
Remark now that any x 2K is a limit point of intK, i.e. x D limi ! 1 x.i/ for
some sequence fx.i/ j i D 1; 2; : : :g  intK. Similarly, y 2K must be the limit of
a sequence fy.j/ j j D 1; 2; : : :g  intK. We may now apply (33) to conclude that
for any i; j 2 f1; 2; : : :g, there exists a matrix Q.i;j/ 2 OAut.K/ such that
D

x.i/

D

y.j/

D Q.i;j/D

D.y.j//x.i/

:
Since OAut.K/ is compact, see Propositions I.1.8 and I.1.9 in [7], it follows that
D.x/D.y/ D NQD.D.y/x/;
where NQ 2 OAut.K/ is a cluster point of fQ.i;j/ j i D 1; 2; : : : ; j D 1; 2; : : :g. 
Using the definition of similarity with respect to a symmetric cone, we immedi-
ately obtain the following corollary to Theorem 1.
Corollary 1. Let x; y 2K and z 2 RN . Then
D.x/D.y/z  D.D.y/x/z:
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Corollary 2. Let x; y 2K. Then
D.x/y  D.y/x:
Proof. Choosing z D  in Corollary 1, we have D.x/D.y/  D.D.y/x/. Using
(31), we further obtain that D.x/y  D.y/x.
3. Geometric means
The metric–geometric mean of two symmetric positive definite matrices X and Y,
denoted as X#Y , is defined to be the unique matrix Z satisfying
ZX−1Z D Y; Z positive definite: (34)
The uniqueness of Z becomes apparent after pre- and post-multiplying with the ma-
trix X−1=2 on both sides of the identity in (34). Thus, the metric–geometric mean
X#Y is characterized by the equation
.X#Y /X−1.X#Y / D Y; X#Y positive definiteI (35)
see [4] for a motivation of this definition, and [25] for the role of the metric–geomet-
ric mean in semi-definite programming.
For x; y 2 intK, we define
x#y VD D.x/.D.x/−1y/1=2 (36)
so that
D.x/−1.x#y/
2 D D.x/−1y:
Using (30) with x−1 and x#y replacing x and y, respectively, we have that
.D.x/−1.x#y//2 D D.x/−1D.x#y/2x−1, yielding
D.x#y/2x−1 D y; x#y 2K: (37)
Conversely, if z is a vector inK such that D.z/2x−1 D y, then
D.x−1/y D D.x−1/D.z/2x−1 D D.x−1/D.z/2D.x−1/ D .D.x/−1z/2;
where we used (31) and (30) in the last two identities. Since z 2K, it follows that
D.x/−1z D .D.x−1/y/1=2, and so z D x#y as defined in (36). Thus, relation (37)
characterizes the metric–geometric mean x#y, and this characterization reduces to
(35) for symmetric matrices.
It is well known that .P .x/y/−1 D P.x/−1y−1 for any two invertible vectors x
and y, see Proposition II.3.3 in [7]. Applying this property when taking inverses
on both sides of (37), it follows that x D D.x#y/2y−1, i.e. x#y D y#x. Given a
vector x 2 RN , one defines det x VD QniD1 i.x/. For any x; y 2 RN , it holds that
det.P .x/y/ D .det x/2 det y, see Proposition III.4.2 in [7]. Applying this relation to
(37), we obtain that det.x#y/ D p.det x/.det y/, see [30].
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Pre-multiplying both sides of (37) with D.x#y/−2 yields
x−1 D D.x#y/−2y D D..x#y/−1/2y:
We now apply (37) with y and x−1 replacing x−1 and y, respectively, to conclude
from the above relation that
.x#y/−1 D y−1#x−1: (38)
This follows since (37) is a characterization of the metric–geometric mean.
Another type of geometric mean is the spectral geometric mean. In a straightfor-
ward extension of its definition for positive definite matrices, we define the spectral
geometric means v of two vectors x; z 2 intK as
v VD D.x#z−1/z: (39)
Remark from (37) that D.x#z−1/2z D x, and hence
v D D.x#z−1/−1x D D.z#x−1/x;
see (38). It follows that the definition of the spectral geometric mean is symmetric
in x and z. The vector x#z−1 yields an explicit form for the scaling point in the
symmetric primal–dual interior point method of Nesterov and Todd [18,19]. Remark
though, that explicit forms have already been derived by various researchers, see
[11,24,26,28,31], and it has been implemented in [23] for mixed linear, second-or-
der cone and semi-definite programming. The spectral geometric mean v plays the
central role in the v-space approach of Kojima et al. [16], which has been generalized
to semi-definite programming by Sturm and Zhang [24].
Applying (36) and Theorem 1, respectively, we have
vDD.x#z−1/z
DD.D.z−1/ .D.z/x/1=2/z  D.D.z/x/1=2D.z/−1z
D.D.z/x/1=2: (40)
Therefore, to compute .v/, it suffices to compute .D.z/x/ or, by Corollary 2,
.D.x/z/. This property is used in [23], a toolbox for optimization over symmetric
cones.
4. Inequalities
In this section, we derive some estimations that are particularly useful in worst-
case analysis for interior point methods over symmetric cones.
In general, the operator 2-norm of a matrix Z is defined as kZk2 D maxy
fkZyk j kyk D 1g. If Z is a symmetric matrix, then kZk2 is its spectral radius. There-
fore, it follows from Proposition 1 that kL.x/k2 D k.x/k1, i.e.
kx  yk 6 k.x/k1kyk for any x; y 2 RN : (41)
By the commutativity of the Jordan product, we also have kx  yk 6 kxkk.y/k1.
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Using the Peirce decomposition (Proposition 1), it follows that the eigenvalues of
the matrix L.x/2 − P.x/ are of the form
.i.x/ C j .x//2
4
− i.x/j .x/ D .i.x/ − j .x//
2
4
:
Therefore, L.x/2 − P.x/ is positive semi-definite, and
kx  yk2 D kL.x/yk2 > yTP.x/y for any x; y 2 RN : (42)
Theorem 2. For any x; y 2 RN; it holds that
yTP.x/y 6 kx  yk2 6 min

k.x/k21kyk2; kxk2k.y/k21

:
Proof. The first inequality is due to (42), and the second inequality is due to (41)
and the fact that x  y D y  x. 
Notice that, if x 2K, then yTP.x/y D kD.x/yk2, and we obtain from Theorem
2 that
kD.x/yk 6 kx  yk 6 min .k.x/k1kyk; kxkk.y/k1/ : (43)
The following result states that, in terms of the ‘2-norm, the spectral values of x  y
are at least as dispersed as the spectral values of D.x/y.
Theorem 3. Suppose that x 2K; y 2 RN and let  VD xTy=n. Then
 D 1
n
nX
iD1
i.x  y/ D 1
n
nX
iD1
i.D.x/y/;
and
nX
iD1
.i.D.x/y/ − /2 6
nX
iD1
.i.x  y/ − /2:
Proof. Remark from (2) that Tz D PniD1 i.z/ for z 2 RN . However, from the
Peirce decomposition, we also have L.x/ D D.x/ D x. Hence,
xTy D TL.x/y D PniD1 i.x  y/;
xTy D TD.x/y D PniD1 i.D.x/y/;
(44)
which proves the first part of the theorem. Together with Theorem 2, relation (44)
implies that
nX
iD1
.i.D.x/y/ − /2 DkD.x/yk2 − n2
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6kx  yk2 − n2
D
nX
iD1
.i.x  y/ − /2: 
In Theorem 4 below, we show the non-trivial fact that the smallest (largest) spec-
tral value of x2  y is at least as small (large) as the smallest (largest) spectral value
of P.x/y, for arbitrary x; y 2 RN . Thus, for x 2K it holds also in terms of the ‘1-
norm that the spectral values of x  y are at least as dispersed as the spectral values
of D.x/y.
But first, we need to collect some technical results.
Lemma 1. Let y 2 intK and x 2 RN . If i.x/ C j .x/ =D 0 for all i; j 2
f1; 2; : : : ; ng; then L.x/ is invertible and det.L.x/−1y/ =D 0.
Proof. Remark from Proposition 1 that L.x/ is indeed invertible. Let z D L.x/−1y.
Suppose, contrary to the statement of the lemma, that det.z/ D 0, i.e. there exists
k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng such that
fk.z/
Tz D k.z/ D 0:
By Proposition 1, this implies that L.z/fk.z/ D 0. Using also the commutativity of
the Jordan product, we have
0Dfk.z/TL.z/x
Dfk.z/TL.x/z D fk.z/TL.x/L.x/−1y
Dfk.z/Ty > min.y/;
where we used (9). However, min.y/ must be positive, because y 2 intK, and we
thus arrive at a contradiction. 
Corollary 3. Let x 2 intK. Then
L.x/−1intK  intK; L.x/−1K K:
Proof. It is known from Lemma 1 that all spectral values of L.x/−1y are non-zero
for any y 2 intK. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 1 that L.x/−1x D , and
therefore min.L.x/−1x/ D 1. Since min./ is a continuous (and concave) function,
see (9), it follows that
min.L.x/
−1y/ > 0 for all y 2 intK:
Letting y converge to the boundary ofK, we also obtain
min.L.x/
−1y/ > 0 for all y 2K: 
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The following theorem extends a result that is often used in semi-definite pro-
gramming, see [17] and later research papers on this subject. Corollary 3 above is
crucial in proving this result.
Theorem 4. For any x; y 2 RN; we have
min.x
2  y/ 6 min.P .x/y/:
Proof. Suppose first that det.x/ =D 0, so that x−1 is well defined. We will extend the
result later to general x 2 RN by a continuity argument. Using (7), we have
L.x2/

y − min.x2  y/x−2

D .x2  y/ − min.x2  y/ 2K:
Pre-multiplying with L.x2/−1, and using Corollary 3, it follows that
y − min.x2  y/x−2 2K:
If we pre-multiply this inclusion with P.x/, we have, using (27),
P.x/y − min.x2  y/ 2K;
which shows that min.x2  y/ 6 min.P .x/y/. This concludes the proof for x; y 2
RN with det x =D 0.
Remark now that any x 2 RN is the limit of a sequence fx.i/ j i D 1; 2; : : :g with
det.x.i// =D 0 for all i 2 f1; 2; : : :g. We already know that
min

P.x.i//y

− min

x.i/
2  y

> 0:
Since min./ is a continuous (and concave) function, see (9), it follows that also
min.P .x/y/ − min.x2  y/ > 0: 
Applying Theorem 4 with x and −y, we derive that
max
16i6n
i.x
2  y/ > max
16j6n
j .P .x/y/: (45)
Together with Theorem 4, the above relation implies that
k.x2  y/k1 > k.P .x/y/k1 for all x; y 2 RN : (46)
For the special case of symmetric matrices X and Y, Theorem 4 states that
1
2
min.X
2Y C YX2/ 6 min.XYX/ D min.X2Y /;
which is well known, see e.g. Lemma 3.3 in [17].
5. An extension of Stein’s theorem
In this section, we provide an extension of Stein’s theorem to symmetric cones.
Stein’s theorem, with positive definite matrices, plays an important role in the theory
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of difference equations, see e.g. [20]. The extension to symmetric cones is an impor-
tant ingredient in deriving the radius of quadratic convergence for Newton’s method
in interior point methods, see Chapter 7 in [22].
Theorem 5. Let y 2 RN and  2 R. It holds that
k.y/k21 6 
if and only if
x − P.y/x 2K for some x 2 intK:
Proof. If k.y/k21 6 , then
 − P.y/ D  − y2 2K;
where the first step follows from (25). Thus, the theorem holds with x D .
To show the converse implication, assume that x 2 intK is such that x − P.y/x
2K. Remark from (25) and (26) that k.y/k21 is the largest eigenvalue of P.y/, and
hence
P.y/u D k.y/k21u for some u 2 RN: (47)
Let TuU− VD T−uUC, and notice that
u D TuUC − TuU−; TuUC 2K; TuU− 2K; TuUC?TuU−:
Hence,
kP.y/.TuUC − TuU−/k2 DkP.y/TuUCk2 C kP.y/TuU−k2
−2.P .y/TuUC/T.P .y/TuU−/
6kP.y/.TuUC C TuU−/k2;
where the inequality follows from (27) and (8). However, since TuUC?TuU− we also
have kTuUC C TuU−k D kuk, and it follows that if u is an eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of P.u/, then so is TuUC C TuU−. Hence, we may assume
without loss of generality that u 2K. Since also x − P.y/x 2K, it follows that
0 6 uT.x − P.y/x/ D uTx − uTP.y/x D . − k.y/k21/uTx;
where the last step follows from (47). Furthermore, uTx > 0 because x 2 intK and
0 =D u 2K. The above inequality thus implies that
 − k.y/k21 > 0: 
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